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Abstract—The L-band digital aeronautical communications
system (LDACS) is the future air-ground communications tech-
nology currently undergoing the International Civil Aviation
Organization (ICAO) standardization process. As LDACS is
intended to operate in the frequency band 960-1164 MHz, com-
patibility tests between LDACS and the legacy systems operating
in this frequency band are necessary to ensure that no system
is harmfully interfered. One of these systems is the joint tactical
information distribution system (JTIDS), a technology employed
by the tactical data link Link 16. In this paper, we present the
results of an impact assessment of LDACS on JTIDS conducted
through simulations. The extent of the impact has been quantified
by simulating a wide variety of interference configurations,
which are expected to cover most realistic interference conditions
between LDACS and JTIDS. Baseband simulation models of both
systems have been implemented and an interference scenario
between LDACS and JTIDS has been defined. To evaluate
the impact, the degradation of the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
of JTIDS by the presence of LDACS has been determined.
Default JTIDS transmissions, where the information is repeated
at distant frequencies, do not show a significant degradation
by the presence of strong LDACS interference, with an SNR
loss lower than 1 dB in any considered interference scenario.
Comparatively, a certain dependency on the specific LDACS
deployment is noticeable for less protected JTIDS transmissions.
Based on the observed interdependencies, recommendations for
the deployment of LDACS are given in this paper, such that the
impact of LDACS on JTIDS is minimized.
Index Terms—Future communications infrastructure (FCI),
interference, L-band digital aeronautical communications system
(LDACS), Link 16, multifunctional information distribution sys-
tem (MIDS), tactical data link (TDL), joint tactical information
distribution system (JTIDS).
I. INTRODUCTION
FLYING has become an indispensable way to travel andtransport cargo in the last decades. According to [1], 35%
of world trade by value is carried by aircraft and around 3.5
billion passengers used air transport in 2015. Additionally,
flight forecasts indicate that the number of flights will con-
tinuously grow in the following years, e.g., the number of
instrumental flight rules (IFR) flight movements over Europe
is expected to increase by 14.04% from 2016 to 2023 [2]. The
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increasing number of flights will lead to a denser airspace and
a more challenging air traffic management (ATM) in the near
future.
Currently, data communications needed for ATM are sup-
ported by the aeronautical mobile (route) service (AM(R)S) in
the frequency band 117.975-137 MHz. However, this band is
reaching saturation in some regions of the world and it will not
be sufficient to cover the data communications requirements
foreseen in the medium and long term [3], [4]. Consequently,
the World Radiocommunication Conference (WRC) allocated
the frequencies 960-1164 MHz in the L-band for the operation
of AM(R)S systems, under the condition that they shall not
cause harmful interference to any aeronautical radionavigation
system (ARNS) operating in this band [4].
For the ATM modernization, large-scale research and de-
velopment projects have been launched, e.g., Single European
Sky ATM Research [5] in Europe and Next Generation Air
Transportation System [6] in the United States. Both projects
aim to modernize the ATM by introducing new services
and operational concepts, which shall be enabled by modern
communications, navigation, and surveillance technologies.
To this end, communication capabilities during all phases of
flight shall be supported by a set of data link technologies
integrated into a single communications network, which is
known as the future communications infrastructure (FCI). The
air-ground segment of the FCI will be covered by the L-band
digital aeronautical communications system (LDACS). Two
proposal for LDACS were initially developed: LDACS1 [7]
and LDACS2 [8]. However, only LDACS1 is being currently
considered in the undergoing LDACS standardization process
of the International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) and,
therefore, we restrict our analysis to LDACS1, hereinafter
referred to as LDACS.
LDACS supports data and voice communications between
ground stations (GSs) and aircraft equipped with an airborne
station (AS). By employing frequency-division duplexing,
LDACS supports simultaneous transmissions from the GS in
the forward link (FL) and from the AS in the reverse link
(RL). In both FL and RL, LDACS uses orthogonal frequency-
division multiplexing (OFDM) to separately modulate up to
50 OFDM sub-carriers spaced 9.765625 kHz apart, leading to
an occupied bandwidth of 495.05 kHz per FL or RL channel.
Moreover, LDACS employs adaptive coding and modulation,
achieving data rates of up to 2.6 Mbps for a pair of FL and
RL channels [9].
Following the WRC frequency allocation for AM(R)S sys-
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between 960 and 1164 MHz. However, since LDACS is only
allowed to operate under the condition that no ARNS is
harmfully affected, compatibility tests between LDACS and
the legacy systems of the L-band are necessary.
The main user of the L-band is the distance measuring
equipment (DME), a pulsed system used to measure the
slant range between an airborne interrogator and a ground
transponder. As DME operates in the frequency range 962-
1213 MHz, covering practically the entire band where LDACS
may operate, compatibility tests between LDACS and DME
were considered crucial. In [10], the impact of LDACS on
DME was measured and conditions for the operation of
LDACS were extracted, under which the functionality of DME
is not harmfully affected. Conversely, the impact of DME
on LDACS was analysed in [11] and effective interference
mitigation schemes for LDACS receivers have been proposed,
e.g., in [12], [13].
Other systems operating in the L-band, such as the universal
access transceiver (UAT) and the secondary surveillance radar
(SSR), use only a small part of the L-band for their operation,
i.e. UAT operates at 978 MHz and SSR at 1030 MHz and 1090
MHz. Therefore, LDACS can minimize mutual interference
with these systems with a certain frequency separation and
sufficiently stringent frequency filters.
Another user of the L-band is Link 16, a tactical data
link used by the military forces of the North Atlantic Treaty
Organization (NATO) and some other countries [14]. Link 16
employs joint tactical information distribution system (JTIDS)
and multifunctional information distribution system (MIDS)
terminals to exchange real time tactical data among units [14].
Since this paper focuses on the communications component
of Link 16, i.e., JTIDS or MIDS, and MIDS is a technology
program intended to reduce the size and weight of the Link 16
terminals whilst maintaining JTIDS functionality [15], we do
not make any difference between Link 16, JTIDS, and MIDS
for the purpose of our analysis.
JTIDS implements frequency hopping among 51 frequency
channels distributed between 969 and 1206 MHz [14]–[16].
Since the JTIDS operational band covers almost the entire
band intended for LDACS operation, mutual interference be-
tween LDACS and JTIDS is expected. The impact of JTIDS on
LDACS was evaluated in [11], where simulations showed that
LDACS can cope with JTIDS interference by implementing a
simple interference mitigation technique, i.e., pulse blanking.
However, a thorough analysis of the impact of LDACS on
JTIDS has not yet been conducted.
In this paper, we present an impact assessment of LDACS
on JTIDS. The impact of LDACS on JTIDS has been measured
by comparing the performance of JTIDS obtained without
LDACS interference, with its performance obtained under
LDACS interference. Simulation models of both systems have
been implemented and an interference scenario has been
defined. The interference scenario has been simulated using a
wide variety of interference configurations, which are expected
to cover most realistic interference conditions that may arise
between both systems in the future.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The
implemented LDACS and JTIDS models are described in Sec-
tion II and Section III, respectively. The interference scenario
and the different interference configurations are discussed in
Section IV. In Section V, simulation results are presented
and analysed. The conclusions of our analysis are given in
Section VI.
II. L-BAND DIGITAL AERONAUTICAL COMMUNICATIONS
SYSTEM
In order to simulate the interference of LDACS on JTIDS,
baseband models of GS and AS transmitters have been im-
plemented according to the publicly available LDACS spec-
ification [7]. Therefore, only the relevant parameters for our
analysis are discussed in this section.
LDACS is a cellular point-to-multipoint communications
system, where each GS serves ASs located within a certain
volume of space called cell. The GS controlling each cell
transmits continuously an OFDM-modulated signal using the
FL frequency channel assigned to the cell. Its transmissions
are structured in frames, which can be either broadcast or
data/common control frames. Without loss of generality, the
implemented GS transmits only data/common control frames.
Each frame consists of 54 OFDM symbols, each one with a
duration of 120 µs and spanning 64 sub-carriers.
Transmissions from the ASs registered to each cell are
organized by the GS following a combination of orthogo-
nal frequency-division multiple access (OFDMA) and time-
division multiple access (TDMA). The RL is structured in
super-frames of 240 ms, each one consisting of an initial
random access period of 6.72 ms and four multi-frames of
58.32 ms each. For simplicity, we neglect the random access
period and assume that the RL is only composed of multi-
frames. Each multi-frame is subdivided into tiles of 0.72 ms
composed of 6 OFDM symbols each. Each tile spans only
the sub-carriers located either above or below the carrier
frequency, with the exception of the first tile of each multi-
frame, i.e., the synchronization tile, which spans all sub-
carriers. Even though each tile could be assigned to a different
AS, we simplify our analysis by assuming that each block of
two simultaneous tiles, hereinafter referred to as a full-tile, is
always assigned to one AS.
GSs and ASs process the data to be transmitted in a
similar way. Data bits, which are generated randomly in
our implementation, are randomized, encoded, and interleaved
using the default encoding scheme defined in [7]. The resulting
data bits are mapped to the data symbols of the constella-
tion defined for the used modulation scheme, which can be
either quadrature phase-shift keying (QPSK), 16-quadrature
amplitude modulation (16-QAM), or 64-QAM. In our analysis,
unless mentioned explicitly, we consider the default modula-
tion scheme, QPSK. The obtained data symbols are mapped
to their corresponding sub-carriers of each OFDM symbol.
Other sub-carriers not carrying data symbols are modulated
by using either synchronization symbols, pilot symbols, peak-
to-average-power-reduction symbols, or null symbols. After
modulating all sub-carrier of each OFDM symbol, the inverse
Fourier transform is applied to the OFDM symbol to obtain
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are first added respectively at the beginning and at the end of
each time domain OFDM symbol and then multiplied with
the windowing function specified in [7]. Finally, the complex
baseband signal is obtained by partially overlapping the cyclic
prefixes and postfixes of consecutive OFDM symbols.
The complex baseband signal, generated by either a GS or
an AS, is used as baseband interference in our simulations, as
described in Section IV.
III. LINK 16 - JOINT TACTICAL INFORMATION
DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM
Unlike the LDACS specification, the official specification
of JTIDS is classified. Due to this, we have implemented
both a JTIDS-type transmitter and a JTIDS-type receiver
based on publicly available literature, such as guidebooks [14],
instructions [15], reports [16], [17], and dissertations [18]. In
case of discrepancies between the different sources, the most
consistent or reliable parameters have been considered for our
implementation.
JTIDS employs TDMA to organize transmissions from
different JTIDS units (JUs) in time slots of 7.8125 ms each
[14], [16]. The access to the time slots by the participating JUs
can be either dedicated or shared with other JUs [14], [16].
We only consider dedicated access in our analysis.
Synchronization within the Link 16 network is achieved
by designating a network time reference (NTR), which pe-
riodically broadcasts network entry messages used by the
participating JUs to achieve coarse synchronization [14]. Fine
synchronization is achieved either by exchanging round-trip-
timing (RTT) messages with the NTR, or by listening to
special messages exchanged by the network and using a navi-
gation system [14]. Additionally, JTIDS transmissions within
a time slot include specific pulses for synchronization and time
refinement. Synchronization process can also be simplified if
the Global Positioning System (GPS) is available [14].
Given that specific messages can be exchanged to achieve
fine synchronization, and that a terminal in fine synchroniza-
tion can operate for up to three hours with sufficient time
accuracy [14], we assume in our analysis that the members
of the Link 16 network are correctly synchronized despite
LDACS interference.
JTIDS transmissions are composed of pulses. Each pulse has
an active part of 6.4 µs, where the information is transmitted,
followed by an inactive part of 6.6 µs [14], [16]. After the
inactive part, another pulse is transmitted, leading to a pulse
period of 13 µs [14], [16]. Information can be carried either
by one pulse, known as single-pulse, or transmitted twice in
two consecutive pulses, known as double-pulse [14], [16].
Depending on the message structure, a JU can transmit 72,
258, or 444 pulses during one time slot [15]–[17].
JTIDS uses frequency hopping in the Mode 1 of operation,
which is the normal operational mode required by the current
spectrum certification [14]. The 51 carrier frequencies used
by JTIDS for frequency hopping, f J =
(
f J0, f
J
1, ..., f
J
50
)T
, are
distributed uniformly every 3 MHz in three sub-bands: 969-
1008 MHz, 1053-1065 MHz, and 1113-1206 MHz [14]–[17].
Consecutive pulses are transmitted in different frequencies
[14], [16] with a minimum frequency separation of 30 MHz
[19]. Therefore, information transmitted using double-pulses
is transmitted repeatedly in two distant frequencies. The fre-
quency hopping pattern is pseudorandom and it must ensure
that all frequency channels are used uniformly [16].
A Link 16 network can be composed of different subnet-
works, which can operate concurrently in the same geograph-
ical area by using exclusive frequency hopping patterns, such
that transmissions from different subnetworks do not coincide
in time and frequency [16]. Although, theoretically, up to 127
subnetworks can operate using different frequency hopping
patterns [14], [16], only up to 20-30 can coexist without
significant mutual interference and, typically, no more than
3 to 6 subnetworks operate at the same time [14].
Even though JTIDS uses frequency hopping in its normal
mode of operation [14], it can also operate at 969 MHz
without using frequency hopping [16] prior to the approval of
a frequency assignment waiver [14]. Given that the LDACS
RL is expected to operate using frequencies around 969 MHz
[20], JTIDS operation without frequency hopping might be
affected by LDACS transmissions in the RL. However, as
it is not the normal mode of operation of JTIDS and no
information regarding its real usage has been disclosed, we
do not consider the single-channel operation of JTIDS in our
analysis. Nevertheless, we recommend a specific analysis on
the single-channel operation of JTIDS and, if necessary, to
conduct specific compatibility tests.
During its assigned time slot, a JU can transmit either data
or an RTT message. Since we have assumed that all JUs are
perfectly synchronized, only data transmissions are considered
in our analysis. Four different message structures can be used
to transmit data within a time slot [15], [16]:
• Standard double-pulse (STD) message structure: At the
beginning of the time slot, nothing is transmitted into
the channel during a variable pseudorandom delay of up
to 2.418 ms known as jitter. After the jitter, 16 double-
pulses for synchronization are transmitted, followed by
4 double-pulses for time refinement, 16 double-pulses
carrying the header, and 93 double-pulses carrying data.
The remaining part of the time slot is left as a propagation
guard. The remaining formats described below are based
on the STD message structure.
• Packed-2 single-pulse (P2SP) message structure: In this
case, 186 single-pulses are available for data instead of
93 double-pulses.
• Packed-2 double-pulse (P2DP) message structure: Jitter
is removed and 186 double-pulses are available for data.
• Packed-4 single-pulse (P4SP) message structure: Jitter is
removed and 372 single-pulses are available for data.
Note that synchronization information, time refinement in-
formation, as well as the header, are always transmitted in
double-pulses. Data are transmitted in double-pulses when
using STD (by default) and P2DP messages, and in single-
pulses when using P2SP and P4SP messages.
Different types of data can be transmitted by JTIDS [14].
Link 16 defines a set of predefined commands known as
J-series messages. Each J-series message is composed of
4a different amount of predefined blocks of 70 bits, known
as fixed-format (FF) words. Additionally, Link 16 supports
the transmission of variable format (VF) words of 70 bits
each, used for the definition of commands or messages not
included in the specification. The transmission of free text
(FT) messages of 75 bits each is also considered by Link 16.
FT messages can be used to carry voice, supporting 2.4 kbps
encoded or unencoded voice, and 16 kbps unencoded voice.
The type of data transmitted during a time slot is indicated in
the header, which has a fixed length of 35 bits.
Before encoding the data, the 70-bit words (either FF or
VF) are packed into blocks of 3 words (210 bits). Using each
3-word block and 15 bits of the header, 12 bits of parity
are obtained by employing a cyclic redundancy check (CRC)
algorithm [18], [21]. A block of 225 bits is formed with the
original 3-word block, the resulting 12 parity bits, and 3 spare
bits [18], [21]. No parity bits are added to the FT messages
[14], which can directly form blocks of 225 bits with 3 FT
messages per block.
The 225-bit blocks are then encrypted and the encryption
parameters are stored in the header [18], [21]. After the
encryption, each 225-bit block is separated again in 3 words
of 75 bits each.
Since both the CRC (237, 225) algorithm and the encryption
parameters have not been disclosed, we assume in our imple-
mentation that both the encrypted data and the header can be
approximated by pseudorandom uniform binary sequences.
A. JTIDS-type Transmitter
The implemented JTIDS-type transmitter, shown in Fig. 1,
generates the data to be transmitted during a time slot as a
pseudorandom uniform binary matrix B =
[
bd0 b
d
1 ... b
d
L−1
]
,
where bdl ∈ {0, 1}75 represents the lth data word of 75 bits. The
number of words transmitted during a time slot, L, depends
on the message structure: L = 3 for STD, L = 6 for P2SP
and P2DP, and L = 12 for P4SP. The header is also generated
as a pseudorandom uniform binary vector bh of 35 bits, i.e.,
bh ∈ {0, 1}35.
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Fig. 1. Implemented JTIDS-type transmitter.
1) Encoding: The header bh is encoded onto a vector bh,e
of 16 5-bit symbols, hereinafter referred to as RS-symbols,
using a (16, 7, 5) Reed-Solomon (RS) encoding scheme [14].
Data may or may not be encoded. Whilst FF and VF are
always RS encoded, FT messages may or may not be RS
encoded [14]. Each FF and VF word is encoded separately
onto 31 RS-symbols using a (31, 15, 5) RS encoding scheme
[14]. When FT messages are encoded, each block of 225 bits
is RS encoded onto 465 bits [14]. Since the encoding rate
is the same for any kind of encoded data, we consider in
our analysis that data is always encoded using the same (31,
15, 5) RS encoder. Therefore, each data word bdl , for l =
0, 1, ..., L − 1, is encoded separately onto an encoded data
word bd,el of 31 RS-symbols using a (31, 15, 5) RS encoding
scheme [14]. The L encoded data words form the matrixBe =[
bd,e0 b
d,e
1 ... b
d,e
L−1
]
.
In our implementation, only the transmission of encoded
data has been considered, since it is assumed to be the most
common case. Consequently, we assume our analysis to be
valid for all types of data except for non-encoded FT messages.
2) Interleaving: After the encoding, the RS-symbols of
header and data are interleaved together at RS-symbol level
[14], forming a vector αm of 16 + 31 · L RS-symbols. The
interleaving pattern γ is assumed to be pseudorandom.
3) Multiplexing: 16 5-bit symbols αs are appended before
the message for receiver synchronization, followed by 4 5-
bit symbols αt for time refinement. For simplicity, all 5-bit
symbols are further referred to as RS-symbol. The output of
this block is a vector α = [αs αt αm] composed of A =
36 + 31 · L RS-symbols.
4) M-ary Baseband Modulation: Each RS-symbol αa,
for a = 0, 1, ..., A − 1, is mapped onto a pattern ph of
32 chips depending on its value.1 Since a RS-symbol can
take up to 32 different values, 32 different patterns are
used, i.e., h = 0, 1, ..., 31. The set P = [p0 p1 ... p31]
of patterns used by JTIDS is obtained by cyclically shift-
ing an initial pattern p0 [16], [18]. According to [18],
p0 = (01111100111010010000101011101100)
T and the
cyclic shifting is done from right to left, i.e., ph =
(ph−1,1, ph−1,2, ..., ph−1,31, ph−1,0)T for h = 1, 2, ..., 31. The
output of this block for a RS-symbol αa with a value h is
qa = ph. For a complete time slot, the output of this block is
Q = [q0 q1 ... qA−1].
5) Scrambling: Each pattern qa is mixed with a 32-chip
sequence of pseudorandom noise ψa ∈ {0, 1}32 using an
exclusive-or (XOR) logical operator [18], such that U = Q⊕
Ψ, where Ψ = [ψ0 ψ1 ... ψA−1], U = [u0 u1 ... uA−1],
and ua ∈ {0, 1}32.
6) Minimum-shift Keying Modulation: Each scrambled se-
quence ua is transmitted in either a single-pulse or a double-
pulse. From the initial A sequences, V pulses are transmitted
during a time slot: V = 258 pulses for STD and P2SP, and
V = 444 pulses for P2DP and P4SP. Pulses are modulated
using minimum-shift keying (MSK) modulation [16], [18],
with a chip period of 0.2 µs [14], [18].
The JTIDS-type transmitter implements the MSK modula-
tion described in [22] without considering the up-conversion
part. For each time slot, a complex baseband signal s =
(s0, s1, ..., sK−1)
T is generated, where K = 13 µs0.2 µs · V is the
number of samples comprising s.
In a real JTIDS transmitter, pulses are modulated, filtered,
and up-converted to their corresponding frequencies according
1This process is also commonly referred to as cyclic code shift keying
modulation in the literature (e.g. in [14], [16], [18]).
5to the frequency hopping pattern [16]. The measured spectrum
of a transmitted pulse has an approximate 3 dB bandwidth of
3 MHz [16], [23] and the transmission power is limited during
peacetime to 200 W [15], [16].
In our analysis, we have considered a baseband implementa-
tion of JTIDS. Thus, the implemented JTIDS-type transmitter
outputs the complex baseband signal s and the generated
frequency hopping pattern ρ, which indicates the frequency
ρk ∈ f J where each complex sample sk is transmitted, for
k = 0, 1, ...,K − 1.
B. JTIDS-type Receiver
JTIDS terminals are periodically loaded with cryptographic
keys [14]. These keys are used, together with the time slot
identifier and the Link 16 subnetwork number, to perform the
encryption, interleaving, scrambling, and frequency hopping
[14]. For an unauthorized viewer without the correct keys,
these processes seem to be random, whilst any authorized
JTIDS receiver is perfectly capable of undoing them.
Since the frequency hopping pattern ρ is known by the
receiver and we consider a baseband model of the JTIDS
receiver, we assume that the JTIDS receiver is perfectly
capable of filtering, down-converting, and sampling the pulses
transmitted in its subnetwork. Therefore, our implemented
JTIDS-type receiver, shown in Fig. 2, receives directly the
complex baseband signal r = (r0, r1, ..., rK−1)
T.
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Fig. 2. Implemented JTIDS-type receiver.
1) MSK Demodulation: The implemented JTIDS-type re-
ceiver demodulates the received signal r by using the cohe-
rent MSK demodulation technique described in [22] without
considering the down-conversion part. This technique has also
been used in other implementations of a JTIDS-type receiver,
e.g., in [18]. By demodulating each received pulse, a sequence
of 32 chips ûv is obtained, where v = 0, 1, ..., L − 1. Note
that the samples corresponding to the inactive part of the
pulses are discarded by the receiver. Given that V pulses
are received during a time slot, the output of this block is
Û = [û0 û1 ... ûV−1].
2) Unscrambling: Each sequence ûv is unscrambled using
an XOR operation with the same pseudorandom sequence ψa
used by the JTIDS-type transmitter to scramble it, i.e., q̂v =
ûv ⊕ψa for v = 0, 1, ..., V − 1, and Q̂ = [q̂0 q̂1 ... q̂V−1].
3) M-ary Baseband Demodulation: Since each sequence
q̂v was originally a pattern of the set P , the M-ary baseband
demodulator must decide which pattern ph corresponds to
each received sequence q̂v . To do so, the correlation between
each received sequence q̂v and each pattern ph is obtained
[18] as
<v,h =
31∑
c=0
(2 · q̂v,c − 1) · (2 · ph,c − 1) . (1)
The pattern ph resulting in the highest correlation with the
received sequence q̂v , i.e., <v,h fulfilling
<v,h > <v,h′ ∀h′ 6= h , (2)
is considered the correct one and the output α̂a of the M-ary
baseband demodulator for the sequence q̂v is the RS-symbol
associated to the pattern ph, i.e., α̂a = h.
When information is transmitted in a double-pulse, two
consecutive sequences q̂v and q̂v+1 are supposed to carry the
same pattern. Thus, a pattern ph should fulfil (2) for both
received sequences q̂v and q̂v+1. However, the sequences q̂v
and q̂v+1 may have been differently affected by the channel
and their decided patterns may differ. Let us assume that ph
fulfils (2) for q̂v with a correlation value <v,h. Likewise, ph′
fulfils (2) for q̂v+1 with a correlation value <v+1,h′ . When
the JTIDS-type receiver detects that both sequences q̂v and
q̂v+1 come from a double-pulse (by checking the interleaving
pattern γ), it outputs a RS-symbol α̂a given by
α̂a =
{
h, if h = h′ or <v,h ≥ <v+1,h′ ;
h′, if <v,h < <v+1,h′ .
Our way of processing the double-pulses differs from what
has been implemented in [18], where both pulses are uncondi-
tionally combined during the MSK demodulation. Assuming
that the purpose of transmitting the same information in
different frequencies is to reduce the probability of both pulses
to be affected by the same interference, it seems unlikely
that JTIDS receivers employ an unconditional combination
of repeated pulses, since then an interfered pulse could spoil
its unaffected pair because of the combination. We consider
that our implementation should be closer to the mechanism
implemented in real JTIDS receivers given that it exploits the
frequency diversity gained by using double-pulses whilst not
adding any additional block or complex processing algorithm.
Note that a more complex processing algorithm is feasible
but it should lead to a more robust JTIDS receiver, so the
resulting impact of LDACS on JTIDS would be lower than
what we obtain in our analysis.
4) Demultiplexing: The output α̂ of the M-ary baseband
demodulator block can be decomposed as α̂ = [α̂s α̂t α̂m].
Since perfect synchronization is assumed, α̂s and α̂t are
discarded by the JTIDS-type receiver. The interleaved data and
header RS-symbols α̂m are forwarded to the de-interleaver.
5) De-interleaving: Using the interleaving pattern γ, α̂m
is de-interleaved. The encoded data B̂e and header b̂h,e are
forwarded to their respective RS decoders.
66) RS decoding: The header b̂h is obtained by decoding
the received 16 RS-symbols b̂h,e. The L words of data B̂ are
obtained by separately decoding each encoded word b̂d,el .
The bit error rate (BER) is used in Section V as a figure of
merit to evaluate the impact of LDACS upon JTIDS. The BER
of the header is obtained by comparing the received header b̂h
with the original header bh. Likewise, the BER of the data is
obtained by comparing the received data B̂ with the original
data B. In both cases, the BER can be separately obtained as
BER =
number of incorrect bits
total number of bits
. (3)
IV. INTERFERENCE SCENARIO
The simulated interference scenario is shown in Fig. 3.
The JTIDS-type transmitter, hereinafter referred to as JUTx,
transmits a baseband signal s during one time slot. The
JTIDS-type receiver, hereinafter referred to as JURx, receives
a baseband signal r composed of the desired signal s, a noise
component n = (n0, n1, ..., nK−1)
T, and LDACS interference
i = (i0, i1, ..., iK−1)
T, such that
r = s+ n+ i . (4)
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Fig. 3. Interference scenario.
The LDACS interference i is the composed interfe-
rence originated from radio visible GSs transmitting in
the FL and radio visible ASs transmitting in the RL. Let
us denote MFL as the number of GSs with radio visi-
bility to the JURx and MRL as the number of LDACS
cells where radio visible ASs are operating. The mFL-
th GS generates an LDACS FL baseband signal gFLmFL =(
gFLmFL,0, g
FL
mFL,1, ..., g
FL
mFL,K−1
)T
, for mFL = 0, 1, ...,MFL − 1.
Likewise, gRLmRL =
(
gRLmRL,0, g
RL
mRL,1, ..., g
RL
mRL,K−1
)T
contains the
tiles transmitted by the ASs operating in the mRL-th LDACS
cell, for mRL = 0, 1, ...,MRL − 1. Thus, i represents the joint
LDACS interference received by the JURx and can be obtained
as
ik =
MFL−1∑
mFL=0
δFLmFL,k ·ωFLmFL ·gFLmFL,k+
MRL−1∑
mRL=0
δRLmRL,k ·ωRLmRL,k ·gRLmRL,k ,
(5)
where ωFLmFL and ω
RL
mRL model the amplitude ratio between the
LDACS signals gFLmFL and g
RL
mRL , respectively, and the JTIDS
signal s. Note that ωRLmRL is a vector because the tiles contained
in gRLmRL are transmitted by different ASs at different distances
to the JURx.
Moreover, given that the JURx changes dynamically its
receive frequency following the frequency hopping pattern
ρ, and frequencies outside its receive bandwidth are fil-
tered out, the signals gFLmFL and g
RL
mRL will only affect s
when LDACS and JTIDS transmissions coincide in fre-
quency. This frequency selectivity of the JURx for the sig-
nals gFLmFL and g
RL
mRL is modelled with the boolean vari-
ables δFLmFL =
(
δFLmFL,0, δ
FL
mFL,1, ..., δ
FL
mFL,K−1
)T
and δRLmRL =(
δRLmRL,0, δ
RL
mRL,1, ..., δ
RL
mRL,K−1
)T
, respectively.
In order to estimate MFL, MRL, ωFLmFL , and ω
RL
mRL , the geo-
graphical distribution of the LDACS cells and of the elements
of the Link 16 network must be known. Furthermore, the FL
and RL frequencies assigned to each LDACS cell are required
to estimate δFLmFL and δ
RL
mRL . However, neither an official cell
planning for LDACS has been conducted yet, nor the typical
geographical distribution of a Link 16 network has been
disclosed. In our analysis, we define a general interference
scenario and simulate it for different configurations.
A. Assumed LDACS Deployment
We approximate the future LDACS deployment with a
macrocellular deployment commonly used in mobile commu-
nications, where the area of interest is covered by uniformly
distributed hexagonal cells and each cell is controlled by a GS
[24].
Generically, we consider in our analysis a pseudo-infinite
set of cells, each one with a radius RL, covering a pseudo-
infinite plane and centred at O = [o0 o1 ... o∞]. The GS
controlling the j-th cell is located at the center of the cell,
i.e., at oj = (xj , yj , zj)T, for j = 0, 1, ...,∞. We assume
that all GSs have a constant altitude of 15 meters, i.e.,
zj = hGS = 15 m ∀j. The ASs registered in the jth cell are
distributed randomly and uniformly around oj at a constant
altitude hAS = 10 km and at a distance lower than RL to oj .
The frequencies assigned to the j-th cell are eFLj for the FL and
eRLj for the RL. These frequencies can be shared with other
cells as described afterwards. An exemplary realization of the
considered LDACS deployment is illustrated in Fig. 4, where
only a part of the pseudo-infinite set O of cells is shown. The
separation between adjacent GSs is dg, which is related to the
cell radius as dg = RL ·
√
3 [24]. The cell radius, given by the
distance between the centre and the corner of the hexagonal
cell, determines the number of GSs needed to cover a certain
7area. LDACS specification [7] considers three different en-
route cell radii, RL ∈ {60, 120, 200} nmi, which are expected
to be covered by the GSs by using an equivalent isotropic
radiated power (EIRP), measured in the signal bandwidth, of
EIRPGS ∈ {42, 47, 52} dBm, respectively. A constant EIRP
EIRPAS = 38.5 dBm is considered for all ASs [7].
RL
d g
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oj+2oj+1
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eFLj+2 e
RL
j+2e
FL
j+1 e
RL
j+1
eFLj e
RL
j
Fig. 4. Exemplary realization of the considered LDACS deployment when
Nf = 7 LDACS FL/RL frequency channels are considered.
Let us assume that LDACS operates using Nf frequencies
fFL =
(
fFL0 , f
FL
1 , ..., f
FL
Nf−1
)T
for the FL and Nf frequencies
fRL =
(
fRL0 , f
RL
1 , ..., f
RL
Nf−1
)T
for the RL. The frequencies eFLj
and eRLj are assigned to the j
th cell from the sets of available
frequencies fFL and fRL, i.e., eFLj ∈ fFL and eRLj ∈ fRL.
Likewise, a pair of FL and RL frequencies must be assigned
to each cell by following a careful frequency planing where
many different factors must be taken into account, such as
the distance between cells using the same frequency or the
interference with other systems. In our analysis, following the
typical frequency planning used in macrocellular deployments
[24], we consider a simplified LDACS frequency planning
where clusters of Nf neighbouring cells are formed. The Nf
frequencies fFL and the Nf frequencies fRL are distributed
among the Nf cells forming each cluster, following a common
frequency distribution pattern to guarantee that the minimum
distance between GSs using the same frequency is dco =
RL ·
√
3 ·Nf [24]. An example of such a repetitive frequency
distribution pattern is shown in Fig. 4 for the case Nf = 7,
where each color represents a different FL/RL frequency
channel assigned to a cell.
The number of frequency channels that will be available
for the operation of LDACS has not yet been determined.
Nevertheless, according to the results presented in [25] and
[26] regarding the feasibility of LDACS cell planning in
Europe, up to 12 frequency channels might be enough for the
LDACS FL to support air traffic growth in Europe. Therefore,
Nf = 12 is expected to be a reasonable assumption. In order
to keep our analysis as general as possible, we also analyse
the effect of decreasing and increasing Nf around its expected
value. Hence, we consider Nf ∈ {7, 12, 16}.
LDACS will operate within the frequency bands 1110-1156
MHz for the FL and 964-1010 MHz for the RL [20]. Since no
DME stations operate in the lowest part of the RL frequency
band [20], it is expected that most LDACS cells will use
the lowest RL frequency channels. In addition, the Resolution
417 of the WRC-2015 [27] establishes a power limitation for
LDACS stations that forces them to operate in the lowest
part of the FL frequency band, i.e., practically below 1127
MHz for the considered EIRPGS or at higher frequencies
if the EIRP is drastically reduced. Therefore, we assume
for our analysis fFL = (1110.5, 1111.5, ..., 1110.5 +Nf − 1)
and fRL = (964.5, 965.5, ..., 964.5 +Nf − 1). Note that, even
though an LDACS channel grid of 0.5 MHz could be used
[20], we assume a channel grid of 1 MHz to cover a wider
frequency band and so to affect more JTIDS channels. As all
JTIDS channels are used with the same probability, affecting
more JTIDS channels should lead to a higher impact of
LDACS on JTIDS.
The GS controlling each cell assigns dynamically and under
demand the available tiles to the ASs. Therefore, the LDACS
RL duty cycle D will change from multi-frame to multi-frame
and from cell to cell. It will depend, among other factors, on
the traffic density within the cell, the cell radius, and the needs
of the ASs. A worst-case RL duty cycle Dwc = 1, i.e., all tiles
are used, will only happen in reality in very congested cells
and/or during very short periods of time. Therefore, it is not
realistic to use the worst-case RL duty cycle for all cells of
O. In order to find a realistic duty cycle for our analysis, we
simulate the ”En-route medium”, ”En-route large”, and ”En-
route super large” air traffic volumes defined in [28] with the
ATS+AOC data traffic profile defined in the COCRv2 report
[29]. Simulations are repeated for different cell sizes and the
RL duty cycle is measured for each multi-frame. The resulting
cumulative distribution function of the RL duty cycle is shown
in Fig. 5. One can see that the 90% percentile of the measured
RL duty cycle is 0.45, 0.48, and 0.51, for a cell radius of 60
nmi, 120 nmi, and 200 nmi, respectively. As a conservative
assumption for a higher impact of LDACS on JTIDS, we take
D = 0.5 for all cells ofO and for the entire simulation time. In
addition, we assume that each assigned full-tile is transmitted
by a different AS.
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Fig. 5. Cumulative distribution function of the LDACS RL duty cycle for
different LDACS cell radii.
8B. Assumed Link 16 Network
We consider that a Link 16 network has been established
in an area where LDACS is deployed as described in Section
IV-A. In our analysis, we consider that the Link 16 network
may be composed of several Link 16 subnetworks, but we
assume that their frequency hopping patterns effectively avoid
interference between them.
Given that each frequency hopping pattern must use all the
JTIDS frequencies with the same probability, the impact of
LDACS on every Link 16 subnetwork is expected to be, on
average, the same. Consequently, in our analysis, we only
consider the impact of LDACS on one Link 16 subnetwork,
which can be considered representative of the impact of
LDACS on the entire Link 16 network. Thus, we consider
a Link 16 subnetwork composed of a transmitter JUTx and a
receiver JURx. The JUTx transmits in all available time slots
and the JURx receives and processes all transmissions. Note
that, given that a dedicated access to the time slots is assumed,
this scenario is equivalent to the scenario where different
transmitters use all available time slots and the power of the
signal received by every receiver is always the same.
The JTIDS signal s is received by the JURx with an average
power P J and affected by a zero-mean additive white gaussian
noise (AWGN) component n with a variance σ2n =
N0
2 , such
that nk ∈ N (0, σ2n). The noise power N can be obtained as
N [dB] = 10 · log10 (kB · T ) + 10 · log10 (BWRx) + F , (6)
where kB is the Boltzmann constant, T the receiver tem-
perature, BWRx the receiver bandwidth, and F the receiver
noise figure. We assume T = 290 K and F = 10 dB, which
are typical values for L-band airborne receivers. The value of
BWRx is discussed in Section IV-C2.
For our analysis, we consider different values of the signal-
to-noise ratio (SNR), which can be obtained as
SNR [dB] = P J −N . (7)
Different SNR values are simulated by generating a noise
component n with an average power SNR dB below the
average power of s.
In a real scenario, the interference conditions between
LDACS and JTIDS will vary continuously depending on the
locations of the LDACS platforms, the JUTx, and the JURx.
For our analysis, we consider different locations and altitudes
of the JURx relative to the locations of the GSs. For each
location and altitude, a different impact of LDACS on JTIDS
is obtained. We expect that, in a real scenario, the average
impact will vary within the range of impacts obtained in our
analysis for the different locations and altitudes.
We consider that the JURx is located at
(
xRx, yRx, zRx
)
and
flying over the pseudo-infinite plane where the LDACS cellsO
are located. Three different altitudes of the JURx are considered
in the simulations: zRx = hRx ∈ {3.048, 10, 18.288} km.
In addition, three different locations relative to the GSs are
considered:
• Location A: The JURx is flying over the GS located at
oj , as given by(
xRx, yRx, zRx
)∣∣∣
A
= (xj , yj , hRx) .
• Location B: The JURx is flying over the border between
three adjacent cells located at oj , oj+1 and oj+2, such
that (
xRx, yRx, zRx
)∣∣∣
B
=(
xj + xj+1 + xj+2
3
,
yj + yj+1 + yj+2
3
, hRx
)
.
• Location C: The JURx is flying over the border between
two adjacent cells located at oj and oj+1, on the closest
point between both GSs, as given by(
xRx, yRx, zRx
)∣∣∣
C
=
(
xj + xj+1
2
,
yj + yj+1
2
, hRx
)
.
C. Interference Conditions
1) Radio Visibility: Only transmissions from radio visi-
ble LDACS stations are considered. For radio line-of-sight
(RLOS) communications and only taking into account the
earth curvature, it has been shown that the distance between
a station located at an altitude zTx and an aircraft flying at an
altitude hRx must be lower than [30]
Rlos [km] = 130.4
(√
zTx [km] +
√
hRx [km]
)
, (8)
when considering the earth radius to be Re = 6378.137 km
and scaling it by a factor of 43 to account for the refraction in
the atmosphere.
Therefore, the JURx receives the transmissions from an
LDACS station located at
(
xTx, yTx, zTx
)
only if
d ≤ Rlos (9)
is fulfilled, where d is the distance between both platforms
and can be obtained as
d =
√
(xRx − xTx)2 + (yRx − yTx)2 + (hRx − zTx)2 . (10)
Note that Rlos is greater for ASs, where zTx = hAS = 10 km,
than for GSs, where zTx = hGS = 15 m. Consequently, some
radio visible ASs will be registered to cells whose GSs are
beyond RLOS. Specifically, radio visible ASs can be registered
to any cell controlled by a GS fulfilling
d ≤ Raslos +RL , (11)
where Raslos is obtained using (8) for z
Tx = hAS = 10 km.
Thus, out of the original set of cells O, the JURx receives
interference from MFL radio visible GSs, i.e., GSs fulfilling
(9), and from the radio visible ASs, i.e., ASs fulfilling (9),
registered to the MRL cells fulfilling (11).
Generally, let us say that the k-th sample of the m-th
LDACS signal, i.e., gm,k, received by the JURx is transmitted
by a radio visible LDACS station separated a distance dm,k
and using a frequency em. The power of the received signal
can be estimated as
P Lm,k [dB] = EIRP [dBm]− 30 dB +GRx[dBi]− 32.44 dB
−20 log10(dm,k[km])− 20 log10(em[MHz]) ,
(12)
where free-space path losses are considered and EIRP is
EIRPGS for a GS and EIRPAS for an AS. GRx represents
9the joint effect of the JURx antenna gain and cable losses. We
assume GRx = 0 dBi, which is a conservative assumption for a
higher impact of LDACS on JTIDS given that the cable losses
are usually higher than the antenna gain in airborne platforms,
e.g., as assumed for LDACS airborne receivers in [7]. Note
that, in addition, we assume the direction of maximum antenna
gain for all LDACS stations, which also represents a worst-
case assumption for a stronger interference of LDACS on
JTIDS.
2) Frequency Selectivity: No information has been found
regarding the frequency selectivity of a JTIDS receiver. In our
analysis, we assume an ideal receive filter with a passband
bandwidth BWRx. Thus, when the JURx tunes into the carrier
frequency ρk, only LDACS transmissions at a frequency em
fulfilling
|ρk − em| ≤ BWRx
2
(13)
are processed in the baseband together with the received JTIDS
pulse.
Thus, δm,k can be obtained as
δm,k =
{
1, if |ρk − em| ≤ BWRx2
0, otherwise
. (14)
Given that adjacent JTIDS carrier frequencies are separated
by 3 MHz, a BWRx of 3 MHz could be considered. However,
since a 3 MHz bandwidth filtering seems too demanding for
a real implementation, we assume BWRx = 4 MHz. By
considering BWRx = 4 MHz and taking into account the offset
between the LDACS carrier frequencies fFL and fRL, and the
JTIDS carrier frequencies f J, we are assuming in our analysis
that a single JTIDS channel can be interfered by transmissions
from up to 4 different LDACS channels at the same time,
located at offsets of ±0.5 MHz and ±1.5 MHz to the JTIDS
carrier frequency. For example, the JTIDS channel centred
at 1116 MHz is affected by transmissions in the LDACS
channels centred at 1114.5 MHz, 1115.5 MHz, 1116.5 MHz
and 1117.5 MHz. Moreover, an LDACS channel centred at an
offset of ±1.5 MHz to two adjacent JTIDS channels interferes
receptions in both JTIDS channels equally. Using the previous
example, LDACS transmissions using the LDACS channel
centred at 1117.5 MHz interfere pulses received at the JTIDS
frequencies 1116 MHz and 1119 MHz.
3) Desired-to-undesired Power Ratio: When the JURx re-
ceives a pulse at a frequency ρk and (13) is fulfilled for an
LDACS station transmitting at a frequency em, the desired-to-
undesired (D/U) power ratio between the desired JTIDS pulse
and the undesired LDACS signal is given by
D/Um,k = P
J − P Lm,k = SNR+N − P Lm,k . (15)
where N and P Lm,k can be obtained using (6) and (12),
respectively.
Thus, the amplitude scaling factor ωm,k can be obtained as
ωm,k =
√√√√ 1Kon ∑K−1k=0 |sk|2
1
K
∑K−1
k=0 |gm,k|2
10−
D/Um,k
10 , (16)
where Kon = 6.4 µs0.2 µsV is the number of samples of s where
real transmission takes place during a time slot, i.e., the
samples corresponding to the active part of the pulses.
Note that, as the FL interference from the mFL-th cell is only
transmitted by a GS, with a constant distance dmFL to the JURx,
D/UmFL,k = D/UmFL ∀k. By contrast, the RL interference
coming from the mRL-th cell is composed of multiple full-
tiles generated by different ASs at different distances dmFL,k.
As we assume that every full-tile is transmitted by a different
AS, D/UmRL,k changes every
0.72 ms
0.2 µs samples.
D. Simulation of the Interference Scenario
In our analysis, we simulate the interference scenario for a
wide variety of configurations, given by the different values
of RL, EIRPGS, Nf,
(
xRx, yRx, hRx
)
, D, and SNR. For each
configuration, the interference scenario is simulated using a
series of steps.
1) The implemented JTIDS-type transmitter generates s
and ρ,
2) the noise component n is generated for the desired
SNR,
3) the locations O and frequencies eFL and eRL of the
LDACS cells are computed taking into account RL and
Nf,
4) δFLmFL,k and ω
FL
mFL are obtained using (14) and (16), re-
spectively, for each one of the MFL GSs fulfilling (9) for
the given
(
xRx, yRx, hRx
)
, i.e., for mFL = 0, 1, ...,MFL−
1,
5) MFL FL LDACS baseband signals gFLmFL are generated,
6) for each one of the MRL cells fulfilling (11) for the given(
xRx, yRx, hRx
)
, i.e., for mRL = 0, 1, ...,MRL − 1,
a) δRLmRL,k is obtained using (14),
b) the locations of the ASs are generated randomly
and uniformly within the cell limits,
c) the distance from each ASs to the JURx is com-
puted using (10) and ωRLmRL,k is obtained using (16),
d) the ωRLmRL,k corresponding to any transmission from
an AS not fulfilling (9) is set to 0,
7) MRL RL LDACS baseband signals gRLmRL with a duty
cycle D are generated,
8) i is obtained using (5),
9) r is obtained using (4),
10) r is processed by the implemented JTIDS-type receiver
and the BER is computed.
Note that we simplify our analysis by considering that
full-tiles transmitted from different ASs within the same cell
are received synchronously by the JURx, i.e., they do not
overlap with each other, which is only true if the JURx is co-
located with the GS controlling the cell. However, this sim-
plification reduces significantly the analysis complexity and
is not expected to noticeably affect the results. Nevertheless,
transmissions from ASs located in different cells are received
asynchronously by the JURx.
E. Propagation Channel
As shown in Fig. 3, we consider in our analysis an ideal
channel impulse response, where no multipath components are
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present and, therefore, the received signal is not affected by
fading. This decision is based on the following points. Firstly,
results might depend strongly on the specifics of the cho-
sen channel model. Therefore, an appropriate channel model
would be necessary in order to trustfully cover a wide variety
of cases. However, no studies have been found regarding
realistic channel models applicable to JTIDS operations. In
addition, typical JTIDS operations have not been disclosed
and, therefore, a realistic channel model cannot be trustfully
extrapolated from the air-air and air-ground channel models
currently present in the literature. Moreover, using an idealized
channel model as the one shown in Fig. 3 allows us to isolate
the effect of the LDACS interference on JTIDS transmissions
and, therefore, to conduct a more general analysis. Secondly,
the presence of fading would increase the minimum SNR
required by JTIDS to maintain a certain BER compared to
the case without fading. Considering now the LDACS inter-
ference, such increase in the required SNR or, equivalently,
in the required JTIDS received signal power, would lead to
a higher D/U power ratio (see Eq. (15)). Given that a higher
D/U power ratio yields a JTIDS transmission less sensitive to
LDACS interference, the impact of LDACS on JTIDS would
be reduced, compared to the case without fading. In addition,
as LDACS signals would also undergo fading, the D/U power
ratio would be further increased. Consequently, we do not
consider fading in our analysis as a conservative assumption
for a higher impact of LDACS on JTIDS.
V. SIMULATION RESULTS
The scenario defined in Section IV has been simulated
for different interference configurations as described in Sec-
tion IV-D. The obtained results are presented in this section.
Each configuration has been simulated iteratively until the
resulting statistics reached a stable point. In each iteration,
the JUTx transmits 1000 messages using 1000 consecutive
time slots. A different frequency hopping pattern fulfilling
the frequency hopping conditions described in Section III is
randomly generated for each iteration.
No official criteria have been found in the literature to
assess the degree of degradation of JTIDS in the presence
of external interference. In our analysis, we assume that the
correct operation of JTIDS depends strongly on the BER of
the information bits received by the addressed JTIDS platform.
Given that the BER depends on the SNR, we use the relation
between the BER and the SNR as a figure of merit to assess
the impact of LDACS on JTIDS.
First, we obtain the relation between the SNR and the BER
when no LDACS interference affects the JTIDS transmission,
i.e., when ik = 0 ∀k. The obtained relation represents the
baseline of the performance of JTIDS. Secondly, the relation
between the SNR and the BER is obtained for different
configurations of the interference scenario. By comparing the
performance of JTIDS obtained with LDACS interference,
with the baseline obtained without LDACS interference, the
degradation of JTIDS in the presence of LDACS is quantified
as the increase in SNR needed to achieve the same BER, which
can be seen as the SNR loss experienced by JTIDS because
of the presence of LDACS.
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Fig. 6. Bit error rate of the data in STD messages. Without LDACS
interference (”No interf.” curve) and with LDACS interference (other curves).
Nf = 12. RL = 120 nmi. EIRPGS = 47 dBm. D = 0.5.
Simulations are run for the expected LDACS deployment
using the medium cell size, i.e., RL = 120 nmi and
EIRPGS = 47 dBm. In addition, the expected number of
frequencies Nf = 12 and a conservative RL duty cycle
D = 0.5 are used. Figure 6 shows the SNR needed to get
a certain BER of the bits of the data when STD messages
are used. The interference-free performance is shown in the
curve labelled as ”No interf.”. The other 9 curves represent
the results obtained for the combination of the considered
flying altitudes and locations of the JURx. It can be seen
that, when LDACS interference is present, the SNR needed
to achieve a certain BER is increased, compared to the case
without LDACS interference. In the worst case obtained,
i.e., when the JURx is flying directly over a GS at a high
altitude, the SNR needed to maintain BER = 10−6 increases
from SNR = −5.82 dB without LDACS interference, to
SNR = −5.28 dB with LDACS interference. Therefore, the
maximum degradation for this configuration is ∆SNR = 0.54
dB. The lowest degradation for this configuration is obtained
when the JURx is flying over a GS at a low altitude h = 3.048
km. In this case, an increase of ∆SNR = 0.27 dB is needed to
maintain BER = 10−6 when LDACS interference is present.
Thus, for this configuration of the interference scenario, as the
JURx flies over an area covered by GSs, the degradation of
a JTIDS data transmission using STD messages is expected
to oscillate within the range ∆SNR ∈ [0.27, 0.54] dB for
BER = 10−6.
Results shown in Fig. 6 are also valid for data transmitted
using P2DP messages, given that data are encoded in the
same way and transmitted in double-pulses in both message
structures. The differences between STD and P2DP messages,
as the net data throughput and jitter, do not affect the relation
between the BER and the SNR in the defined interference
scenario.
Figure 7 shows the results obtained when data are transmit-
ted in P2SP messages. It can be seen that the SNR loss in this
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Fig. 7. Bit error rate of the data in P2SP messages. Without LDACS
interference (”No interf.” curve) and with LDACS interference (other curves).
Nf = 12. RL = 120 nmi. EIRPGS = 47 dBm. D = 0.5.
case oscillates within the range ∆SNR ∈ [0.92, 1.95] dB for
BER = 10−6 as the JURx flies over an area where LDACS is
deployed. Note that the simulation results shown in Fig. 7 are
also valid for data transmitted using P4SP messages.
Figure 8 shows the relation between the BER of the bits
of the header and the SNR. With a degradation within the
range ∆SNR ∈ [0.33, 0.60] dB for BER = 10−6, it can be
seen that the header is only slightly more affected by LDACS
interference than data transmitted in double-pulses. Given that
the header is always equally protected, results shown in Fig. 8
do not depend on the message structure used by the transmitter.
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Fig. 8. Bit error rate of the header. Without LDACS interference (”No interf.”
curve) and with LDACS interference (other curves). Nf = 12. RL = 120
nmi. EIRPGS = 47 dBm. D = 0.5.
From the obtained results, one can see that JTIDS trans-
missions in single-pulses are more affected by LDACS in-
terference than transmissions in double-pulses. In any case,
however, it can be seen that the degradation depends on the
position of the JURx, being minimum for low flying altitudes
and maximum when the JURx flies directly over a GS at a
high altitude. This variation is specially noticeable for single-
pulse transmissions, where the SNR loss experienced by the
JURx when it flies directly over a GS at a high altitude is, at
least, 0.5 dB higher than in any other case. However, it must
be taken into account that, in a real LDACS deployment, a
GS antenna will provide its maximum gain at low elevation
angles, in order to be able to serve ASs at the border of the
cell. Consequently, the LDACS signal power that the JURx
will receive in reality when flying directly over a GS, i.e., at
high elevation angles, will be significantly lower than the value
assumed here. Therefore, the maximum SNR loss obtained in
our analysis is expected to be lower in reality and closer to
the SNR loss obtained for the other considered locations.
It is to be noted that the SNR required to achieve BER =
10−6 for both the header and the data transmitted in double-
pulses is, even under LDACS interference, lower than the SNR
required to achieve BER = 10−6 for data transmitted in single-
pulses without LDACS interference.
As transmissions in double-pulses are not strongly affected
by LDACS interference, the obtained results strengthen the
assumption made in our analysis of all JTIDS platforms re-
maining synchronized despite LDACS interference, given that
synchronization and time refinement information are always
transmitted using double-pulses.
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Fig. 9. Bit error rate of the data in P2SP (labelled as ”SP”) and STD messages
(labelled as ”DP”) for a different number of frequency channels Nf. Without
LDACS interference (”No interf.” curves) and with LDACS interference (other
curves). RL = 120 nmi. EIRPGS = 47 dBm. D = 0.5.
In order to evaluate how a variation in the number of
LDACS frequency channels around its expected value might
affect the impact of LDACS on JTIDS, simulations are re-
peated for Nf = 7 and Nf = 16. For simplicity, we simulate
the transmission of data in STD and P2SP message structures
when the JURx is flying at an altitude of 18.288 km directly
over a GS. Simulation results are shown jointly in Fig. 9.
Compared to the results obtained for the expected number
of frequency channels Nf = 12, one can see that adding 4
frequency channels affects marginally data transmissions in
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either double-pulses or single-pulses, with an increase in the
maximum SNR loss of 0.07 dB and 0.09 dB, respectively. By
contrast, even though removing 5 frequency channels reduces
by only 0.13 dB the maximum SNR loss of data transmissions
in double-pulses, it benefits data transmissions in single-pulses
significantly, reducing their maximum SNR loss by 0.69 dB.
Therefore, we emphasize the importance of optimizing the
number of LDACS channels needed to cover a certain area,
such that the same LDACS performance is achieved with the
minimum number of LDACS frequency channels.
A variation in the LDACS cell radius around its average
value of 120 nmi might also affect the impact of LDACS
on JTIDS. Thus, we repeat the simulations for both a lower
cell radius RL = 60 nmi with EIRPGS = 42 dBm and a
higher cell radius RL = 200 nmi with EIRPGS = 52 dBm.
In order to obtain a range of the SNR loss for each cell size,
we consider the two locations of the JURx where practically
the maximum and the minimum degradation were previously
obtained. As it can be seen in the simulation results, shown
jointly in Fig. 10 for data transmitted in STD and P2SP mes-
sage structures, the impact of LDACS on JTIDS is maximum
when the densest LDACS deployment is considered, despite
its lower EIRP. The degradation suffered by data transmitted
in double-pulses is lower than 0.35 dB dB for RL = 200 nmi
and 0.76 dB for RL = 60 nmi. When data are transmitted
in single-pulses, the degradation of JTIDS for BER = 10−6
oscillates within the range ∆SNR ∈ [0.06, 1.09] dB for
RL = 200 nmi and ∆SNR ∈ [1.85, 3.67] dB for RL = 60
nmi. Therefore, it can be seen that, even though double-
pulse transmissions are not strongly affected by the considered
LDACS cell size, single-pulse transmissions might suffer a
significantly harmful LDACS interference when a very dense
LDACS deployment is considered. However, this worst-case
scenario can be avoided by following an appropriate LDACS
cell planning. Specifically, if a dense LDACS deployment is
required for some specific areas, LDACS cell planning should
assign the lowest frequencies of both FL and RL bands to
the cells covering those areas, in order to affect the minimum
number of JTIDS frequency channels as possible.
In order to evaluate how a variation in the RL duty cycle
might affect the impact of LDACS on JTIDS, we repeat the
simulations for different values of D. Fig. 11 shows the sim-
ulation results for data transmitted in STD and P2SP message
structures when the JURx is flying directly over a GS at an
altitude of 18.288 km. The SNR loss of the data transmitted
in double-pulses increases from 0.38 dB for D = 0, i.e., no
interference from ASs, to 0.60 dB for D = 1. Comparatively,
the SNR loss of the data transmitted in single-pulses presents
a slightly higher variation with the duty cycle, increasing from
1.64 dB for D = 0, to 2.01 dB for D = 1. Therefore, it is
recommendable to prioritize the assignment of the lowest FL
and RL LDACS frequencies to the cells which are expected to
have the highest traffic loads in order to minimize their impact
on JTIDS.
Up to now, only QPSK modulation has been considered for
LDACS. However, as LDACS can use QPSK, 16-QAM, and
64-QAM modulation schemes adaptively in both FL and RL,
we have also analysed how a different modulation scheme
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Fig. 10. Bit error rate of the data in P2SP (marked with ”SP”) and STD
(marked with ”DP”) messages for different cell radii RL and EIRPGS. With-
out LDACS interference (”No interf.” curves) and with LDACS interference
(other curves). Nf = 12. D = 0.5.
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Fig. 11. Bit error rate of the data in P2SP (marked with ”SP”) and STD
(marked with ”DP”) messages for different RL duty cycles D. Without
LDACS interference (”No interf.” curves) and with LDACS interference (other
curves). Nf = 12, RL = 120 nmi. EIRPGS = 47 dBm.
might affect JTIDS transmissions. The simulation results,
obtained for a JTIDS transmission of data in single-pulses
when the JURx is flying over a GS at an altitude of 18.288
km, show practically the same SNR loss independently on the
modulation scheme used by LDACS. However, it is to be noted
that the usage of a higher modulation scheme in the RL of a
cell should reduce its duty cycle and, consequently, its impact
on JTIDS.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we analysed the impact that the future
aeronautical communications system LDACS is expected to
have on the military communications system JTIDS. The
impact of LDACS on JTIDS has been quantified through
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simulations by comparing the performance of JTIDS obtained
without LDACS interference, with the performance obtained
under LDACS interference. Whilst the implemented models
of LDACS transmitters are based on its current specification,
the models of the JTIDS transmitter and receiver are based
on publicly available information. For the simulation of the
interference scenario between both systems, a wide variety of
interference configurations has been considered.
Given that no official criteria are available to define un-
der what interference conditions JTIDS will be harmfully
affected, no assertion can be made from this perspective.
However, simulation results show that JTIDS transmissions
using double-pulses are effectively protected against LDACS
interference due to the repetition of information at distant
frequencies. In fact, the SNR loss of a JTIDS transmission
in double-pulses remains below 1 dB for BER = 10−6 in any
considered case. In addition, the SNR required by the double-
pulse transmissions to achieve a certain BER is, even for
the strongest LDACS interference considered in our analysis,
lower than the SNR required by single-pulse transmissions
without any LDACS interference. Therefore, we can expect
that the future deployment of LDACS will have a marginal
impact on JTIDS transmissions using either the STD or the
P2DP message structures. Comparatively, data transmissions
in single-pulses are less protected against LDACS interference
and a certain dependency on the specific LDACS deployment
is observable. However, an appropriate LDACS cell planning
following the recommendations given in our paper can restrict
the SNR loss of data transmissions in single-pulses to less
than 2 dB for BER = 10−6, even under the conservative
assumptions made in our analysis for a higher impact of
LDACS on JTIDS.
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